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Human eyes can distinguish about 10 million different colors but only 100 different grey 

scales. Therefore, in bioassays or biosensors, a readout system that is based on different 

colors rather than different light intensities provides tremendous advantages. Liquid 

crystals (LCs) are materials known to give many different colors depending on their 

average orientations. Recently, it was discovered that the orientations assumed by LCs near 

surfaces are very sensitive to surface topography, chemical functionality and molecules 

adsorbed on surfaces. Therefore, LCs can be used to amplify molecular binding events into 

colorful LC signals which are readily visible to the naked eye. This phenomenon has led to 

the development of a new class of LC sensors with unprecedented sensitivity and 

convenience such as the LC-based immunoassays shown in Fig. 1. In this presentation, I 

will discuss my research in LC and a variety of LC-based chemical and biological sensors 

[1–4] which have broad applications in environmental monitoring, clinical diagnosis and 

defense.  

 

 

Fig. 1. LC-based microfluidic immunoassays which give visible colors to the naked eye. 
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